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Institutional Context:

Northern Green University (Fall 2007)

• “Public ivy” on the West coast

• 40,000+ students total (25,000+ undergraduates)

• 7-8% of undergraduates are NNS (non-native 
speakers), mostly in-state “resident aliens” from local 
community colleges

• Recognized for socioeconomic diversity

• Decentralized institutional culture 

– High level of departmental autonomy
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Research Questions

1. In what ways are linguistic minority students 
(particularly permanent U.S. residents) already likely to 
experience institutional alienation at NGU?

2. How do NGU’s language policies and 
administrative practices exacerbate this 
sense of alienation?
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Primary Data Sources

Students in Academic ESL Program (AEP)

– In-class questionnaire (participation rate: ~25%)

– In-class focus groups 

– Interviews with representative sample  
(10 students total; 5 permanent residents—all female)

Additional Sources

– Additional interviews with “student advocates” in 
administration

– Programmatic documents  from the AEP

– Online survey of faculty/TAs (N=89) about experiences 
working with ESL students.



Permanent Resident Interview Participants 
(all females)

Name (pseud) Language 

Background

Time spent 

in U.S.

Entering 

Status

Major 

Phuong Vietnamese 

Mandarin

7 years Freshman Biology

Lois Mandarin 

Cantonese

6 years Transfer Biochemistry

Sun-hi Korean 8 years Transfer Biochemistry

Eunyoung Korean 9 years Transfer Business

Sakimi Japanese. 4 years Transfer Psychology
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Inherent Alienation

“I was like ‘Oh my god! I’m so scared!’ because the class is so big and 
everything is big, big, big.”  Faculty “always seem busy.”  (Phuong)

I have “problems with self-confidence.” (Sun-hi)

My reading skills were “horrible, but not as horrible as writing.” 
(Eun-young)

The exams are “tricky” with “hit-or-miss” questions (Lois, Sakimi)

We must be “difficult” students to teach (Eunyoung, Sun-hi)

“Native speakers…don’t have such problems”
(Lois, also Sakimi and Sun-hi)
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Faculty/TA Comments
“With large classes of 300+ in the intro level and 100+ at the 400 level, we 

don't have the resources needed to provide ESL students [with] individual 
support.” (Faculty in Biology).

“With writing classes in particular, paying special attention to ESL students 
means losing the non-ESL students.” 
(Faculty in Business School) 

“I try to evaluate them relative to their background, but I don't think it is  
appropriate for me to actually change the class to accommodate the ESL 
students. “ (Faculty in Business)

“Without a request there is little effort to adapt to an ESL students’ needs 
when it comes to the preparation and delivery of in-class materials.” 
(TA in Communication) 

“I almost never have had a[n ESL] student request support.” 
(Faculty in Anthropology). 7
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Overview of Language-related Policies at NGU

• Only non-U.S. citizens asked to demonstrate language 
proficiency via test scores (SAT, TOEFL, IELTS)

• All 5 Academic ESL Program courses are

– Non-credit

– Additional tuition required

– Administered through “Extension” program

– Exam-based model for course placement and completion



Selection and Notification
• U.S. permanent residents  “marked” as non-citizens

• Only test scores (SAT, TOEFL, IELTS) count for proficiency 

• Notification after admissions (often a surprise upon arrival)

• Hold on registration (until AEP enrollment complete)

• AEP administration located one mile off-campus (off the map).

“A thing that I hear from students a lot is that they’ve been 
passed around a lot…it’s frustrating…By the time I see them, 
they’ve already been to three different offices…. I try to let the 
students know that most often I’m on their side…but we didn’t 
make the rules.” (Residency Advisor)
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The “diagnostic test”

• It was “harder than the TOEFL” (Sun-hi)

• “We thought that the program made the [diagnostic] 
test really hard…[so] only the most excellent can 
pass.” (Lois)

• “The AEP test is bias. It seeks our failure, not our 
success.” (student survey)

• “We’re like the fox guarding the henhouse.” 
(AEP instructor)
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Other Assessment

Final Exam for Course Completion

• Timed exams, given the week prior to finals

• 80% minimum to pass course

• 25% (or higher) failure rate expected

“I think the final grade should base on the homeworks and midterms…I 
always feel very nervous on the final …When I failed the final, I just 
wanted to quit school. I know that somebody, who does not take AEP 
classes, doesn’t understand AEP students feelings” (student survey)

“[Y]ou should focus on teaching us how to pass the final…I feel waste of 
time and money for taking this class” (student survey).
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Curriculum
Remedial in nature 

 Three-course “grammar sequence”

 One paragraph-level “writing course”

 One “lecture listening” course (often exempted)

“My roommate is American, and she asks me, “Why do they make you learn 
this? It’s not relevant.” (focus group participant)

“Often times, I feel I know more grammar than a native speaker.” (survey)

“A lot of students start to feel like ‘This is a hoop I have to jump through. I fill 
out these little exercises, get the right answers, and then get out of here as 
quickly as I can’…My sense is that…they see it as kind of wheel-spinning.” 
(Learning Center Administrator)
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Adding up the costs
Financial

– Additional fees- $1000+ per course x 5 (or more!)

– Less time for paid jobs

Academic + Social/Psychological  (Tinto, 1975; 2006)

– Limited registration options

– Additional workload (without academic credit)
• Often taking course overload—e.g. Phuong’s 21-credit quarter

– Test anxiety and high likelihood of failure

– Less time for extra-curricular activities, social life, family, etc.  

– Other cumulative impacts of institutional alienation…
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Ethical Concerns

Discrimination by nation of origin?
“This school only assign non-citizen to take this course but they forget that 

[citizens vs. non-citizens] won’t have any differences in their English 
knowledge.” (student survey).  

Also: letters threatening lawsuit, editorial, etc.

Exploitation?
“Are you guys trying—I mean the program—to make more money out of the 

international students?” (Lois, and several others) 

“They cost way too much money and time, so the AEP courses should be abolished. 
You should consider this more seriously.” (student survey)

“Stop stealing students money!” (student survey) 14
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Ideological Tensions : Deficit vs. Diversity 
According to its Operations Manual, the AEP helps students improve 

their English so that they 
“do not pose an excessive burden to instructors.”   

This also serves the institution by 
“ensuring that students who graduate . . . possess adequate English 
language skills that maintain the university’s academic standards 
and reputation.” 

AND YET

NGU’s vision statement emphasizes 
“diversity” and “global citizenship,” and it continues to recruit 

students with a variety of “socioeconomic backgrounds.“



Ideological Shift: From Alienation to Citizenship

INSTITUTIONAL ALIENATION INSTITUTIONAL CITIZENSHIP

Deficit-focused
(What do students lack?)

Diversity-focused
(What do students bring?)

Institution’s needs prioritized Students’ needs prioritized

Linguistic Remediation Institutional Mediation
(among students, faculty, departments, 

support programs, etc.)

ESL program as gate-keeper ESL program as advocate

Short-term, isolationist
“fix-it” mechanism

Long-term, integrated 
network of support

e.g., Harklau, (1994,1999); Leki (2007); Soliday (2002); Tinto (1975, 2006); 

Tinto & Engstrom, (2008); Van Meter (1990). 
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Lingering questions…

• Why aren’t linguistic minority students treated as an 
integral part of institutional diversity?

• What prevents change in situations like NGU?

• Will the incremental reforms that have been 
implemented since this study make a real difference?

• Is this an isolated case?  In what more subtle ways do 
other institutions alienate linguistic minority students? 
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Thank you!!!

These slides, bibliography, and other 
info will be available at 

http://shawnashapiro.com/ 

Or contact me at 
sshapiro@middlebury.edu
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